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The structural states forming from nano-dimensional n, fractal f and crystal r 
components with account of the qualities of the corresponding nano-objects set into 
3D space were analyzed [1 - 3]. The possible structural states into 1D space are may 
be combinatorial enumerated and presented by next square matrix А  

, 
where the states r, rn and rf are denotes the crystal of atoms, the crystal of nano-

objects and the crystal of local fractals, the symbols n, nr and nf are denotes the nano-
object only, nano-objects with crystal and fractal structures, the symbols f, fr and fn 
are denotes the fractal only, fractal with crystal structure and fractal of nano-objects, 
accordingly.  

Square matrix of the possible states А(3D) = ||aij||aij||aij|||||| contains in all N = 32d = 
729 states with different orientation. The possible classes of structures with nano-
dimensional, crystal or fractal components are may be presented. 

1 Class nano-dimensional (n n n) is contains the Rnnn
3 structures from 3D-

nanoparticles to 3D local fractals. 
2 Class nano-dimensional crystal (r n n) is contains the Rrnn

3 structures from 3D 
structure of ordered 2D nano-particles to 3D structure of 2D local fractals ordered af-
ter fractal law into 1D. 

3 Class nano-dimensional fractal (n n f) = (n f n) is contains the Rnfn
3 structures 

from 3D structure of 2D nano-objects ordered after fractal law into 1D space to 3D 
structure of 1D deterministic fractals and 2D local fractals. 

4 Class nano-dimensional fractal hybrid (n f f) is contains the Rnff
3 structures 

from 3D nanostructure of 2D fractal hybrid structure to 3D nano-fractal of 2D fractal 
nano-objects. 

5 Class crystal fractal nano-dimensional (r f n) is contains the Rrfn
3 structures 

from 3D fractal structure of ordered nano-objects to 3D structure of 1D deterministic 
fractals and 1D local fractals ordered after fractal law into 1D space. 

6 Class crystal nano-dimensional (r r n) is contains the Rrrn
3 structures from 3D 

structure of ordered chains of nano-objects into 2D space to 3D structure of fractal 
nano-objects ordered after fractal law into 2D space. 



7 Class crystal (r r r) is contains the Rrrr
3 structures from 3D-crystal of atomic 

chains to 3D- crystal of local 3D fractals. 
8 Class crystal fractal (r r f) is contains the Rrrf

3 structures from 3D structures of 
ordered in 2D space 1D fractals to 3D structures of local 3D fractals ordered after 
fractal nano-objects law into 1D space. 

9 Class crystal fractal hybrid (r f f) is contains the Rrff
3 structures from 3D struc-

tures of ordered 2D hybrid fractal to 3D structures of 2D fractal nano-objects ordered 
after fractal law into 1D space. 

10 Class fractal hybrid (f f f) is contains the Rfff
3 structures from 3D fractal hy-

brid structures to 3D fractal nano-objects. 
These results were used for theoretical modeling and interpretation of tribologic 

surface properties of the compositional coatings based Ni-P and Ni-B systems [4-8].  
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